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Limited Edition Nub Humidor

Zwevegem/Miami, 3 September 2020 – This Fall, Oliva released an exclusive

Limited Edition Nub Humidor 2020. Interest in this humidor, containing a

selection of 4 different Nub cigars, has been incredible. All 1,500 cabinets sold out

even before the launch took place and will soon be available in the cigar shops of

Europe, Asia and Africa. Please contact your local distributor if you’re interested.

In 2008, Nub became the very first brand to produce cigars in the 4x60 size. The introduction

of this innovation quickly marked the birth of an icon in the world of cigars. This was the first

short robusto with a ring gauge of 60 and a length of 101 mm. Thanks to its unique structure,

the Nub has become a favourite among many cigar connoisseurs. It has the ability to offer the

enjoyment of a Churchill right after being lit. And because if its size, the Nub stays cool

throughout its smoking time. Despite being relatively short, the Nub still offers 40-50 min of

smoking pleasure.
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Nub cigars are considered one of the most innovative concepts in cigars. These fully hand-rolled

cigars are remarkably short (size 4x60). However, thanks to a particularly dense long filler, they

burn slower, which means that – despite their size – the smoking time is the same as that of

conventional sizes.

The Limited Edition Nub Humidor 2020 contained 24 fabulous Nub cigars:

- 6x Nub Sun Grown 4x6

Wrapper : Habano

Binder : Nicaragua

Filler : Nicaragua

- 6x Nub Cameroon 4x60

Wrapper : Cameroon

Binder : Nicaragua

Filler : Nicaragua

- 6x Nub Maduro 4x60

Wrapper : Brazilian Maduro

Binder : Nicaragua

Filler : Nicaragua

- 6x Nub Connecticut 4x60

Wrapper : Connecticut

Binder : Nicaragua

Filler : Nicaragua



ABOUT J. CORTÈS

J. Cortès is a family run company with a passion for cigars. Cigars in all shapes and sizes. It's a never-ending
story of dedication and craftsmanship that started in 1926. Don't smoke but enjoy! Our prime brands are J.
Cortes, Country, Neos and Amigos. For the major European countries we have strong in-house sales teams; for
other markets our brands are in the hands of our export managers and sold over 80 countries globally. In 2016
CEO Fredje fell in love with artisanal cigar company Oliva Cigars, based in the US and Nicaragua. A business
marriage was set and it turned out to be the party of the year. The Cortès family business now spreads across
two continents.

#dontsmokebutenjoy

For further information or interviews, please contact Laure Boisbouvier,

Marketing Manager J. Cortès (Laure.Boisbouvier@jcortes.com) or Olivier Mottrie,

Marketing J.Cortès (Olivier.mottrie@jcortes.com/+32 (0) 472 42 36 21)
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Don't smoke but enjoy!

J. Cortès
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